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“Of course I know my customer”







Innovation is almost entirely about speed ! 



Conscious associations (saying) Non conscious associations (thinking)

Results based on a quantitative conscious vs non conscious measurement of 3600 consumers in three markets.

Yet many customers don’t trust their own confidence



What Do We / They Really Know ?
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1) What facts do we know?

2) What assumptions do 
we make about how 
much the customer 
knows ?

3) What don’t they know?



How many ‘F’s are in the following sentence ?

FINISHED FILES ARE THE RESULT OF YEARS 

OF SCIENTIFIC STUDY COMBINED WITH

THE EXPERIENCE OF YEARS.



It Starts With The Fact Find…… 



How many opportunities are on this page? 

Please humour me to prove a valuable point !



How many opportunities are on this page? 

One ! Couldn’t resist a cheap gag …….



Is this the amount the customer wants? The amount they think they can afford? Or the 
amount they think they will get ? 

Are they looking for lowest repayment or the best way to clear their mortgage debt quicker ? 
Do they know ? Have they ever thought about it ? 

First or second charge ? What are the customers goals ? Have they considered the difference 
between total overall cost and lowest monthly repayment ? Which delivers most effectively? 

Are they looking to do any large purchases or significant home improvements in the short or 
medium term ? Will they need to borrow to achieve it ? 

Are they likely to receive any lump sums perhaps through inheritance or bonuses / shares etc?
What are they going to do when they get it ?  

What don’t we know or what haven’t we thought about ?



Is It Worth Asking ? 

6.9m
Results online for how to pay my mortgage off quicker ?

2.6m 
Results for how do I find out how much I can borrow ?

170m
Results for do I take a first or second charge ?

14m
Have completed major work or plan to do so in the next 12 

months 32% between £10-£20K, 60% for more space

1 in 12 
BTL homes in PRS are accidental landlords



How Many Opportunities Are On This Page? 



Do they need to do anything to their current home to increase the value or        
help It sell ?  

Does the house they are buying need any work – light or heavy refurb ? Have they 
turned down any they liked because they couldn’t get a mortgage? 

Are they planning any improvements when they move in – What would they like to 
change – Kitchen / Bathroom / Driveway / Patio ? When ? 

Have they factored in the cost of decorating / carpets etc etc ?

If they lose their buyer, do they know that they may be able to bridge? Do they 
know the costs ? 

What don’t we know or what haven’t we thought about ?



Is It Worth Asking ? 

3.1m
results online for change your kitchen to help it sell

£12k
Average cost of a new kitchen 

£8.8K 
average cost of moving home – excl stamp duty

£6K 
average amount spend on decorating a new home 



Last Challenge !



How do they fund their business currently ? What is the rate ? Do they have a PG 
or a charge over their property ?

Do they have any investments planned for their business in the short to long term? 
How are they going to fund them ? 

Do they have any additional children planned ? What are they going to do if there 
isn’t enough space ? Move or extend ? How will they fund it ? 

How will they pay for children's University fee’s ?

Are they going to support their children's deposit for a house purchase ? 

If the accounts don’t stack today, when is the next set due ? Do they know the 
target income level ? 

What don’t we know or what haven’t we thought about ?



Is It Worth Asking ? 

£74K
Average business loan for SME’s

60%
Home improvements are to increase space for family needs

£53K 
average total cost of university 

£33K 
average amounted needed for a deposit by a FTB



So what's 
the point ?



There are a Few Important Ones ! 

• A call to action to improve the way we articulate and promote the 
benefits of real advice to the press

• Lenders and intermediary distribution need to talk openly about how 
we unlock better solutions / linked product solutions and we need to 
make it frictionless

• If we just fill in forms as quickly as we can we will never beat the 
computer, and the customer will have to become their own expert! 

• Regulation does not want us to stop asking questions to surface hidden 
needs – that is where we add real value to a borrower 

• There are significant opportunities for the diary in the short and long 
term – not just the renewal date

• If we don’t bring back the soft skills and traditional sales techniques we 
become civil servants and will not attract new blood into the industry





Thank You

Growth Peaked in 2014 and set to keep growing 

Bridging Development Self Build

Buy to Let2nd Charge1st Charge


